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co N 5 TR U C T ION

June 17,2003

Mr. Mark F. Vestal
President
Contaminant Control, Inc.
438-C Robeson Street

Fayetteville, NC 28301

Re: USPS - Brentwood Restoration

Washington, DC

Dear Mr. Vestal:

We would like to take this opportunity to conunend your Company, Contaminant Control, Inc. (CCI) and
your Site Management Staff for its performance while working' with Clark Construction on the referenced

project.

CCI's staff led by Project Manager Alan Eudy, and Site Manger Ty Parish has been very professional in

providing over-site for the demolition and cleaning operations; Being a very high profile project, and complex
in its design and function, the responsiveness of Alan and Ty has been instrumental in the success that is being
achieved. CCl's work activities were coordinated to coincide with multiple other trades, and are being
accomplished efficiently due to the great job Alan and Ty have been doing. The planning process was very

detailed and all revisions and plans met or exceeded our expectations and were provided in a very timely
manner.

CCl's crews improved upon the project schedule during the demolition phase of the project, and are doing
the same with the cleaning as that work progresses. The Supervisors on-site maintained control of the labor

divisions and all work was performed systematically and accomplished in a logical order. CCI adapted their
plan to fit the project requirements, even though the requirements and scope of work changed or expanded

frequently due to the nature of the project.

CCl's Project Management Staff provided all plans and cost proposals in a timely and efficient manner.

CCI assisted with developing the changing scope of work and provided insight into the cause and effects of
variations. The schedules developed by Clark Construction and CCI were compressed to allow for accelerated
completion of the project. At no time during the project has CCls schedule extended into a "critical" area or

path. Almost every phase of the schedule has been met well before the scheduled finish date.

As the General Contracting firm overseeing the project, we are pleased to be working with CCI on this
important and challenging project, and am confident in CCl's ability to perform any environmental projects we
may have in the future.

cc: File
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